
COLLEGE ESSAY EXAMPLES FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS

These essays helped pave the way to admissions offers. 42 percent of colleges polled said a transfer applicant's essay
or writing sample is of either considerable or three steps to find the best college as a transfer student.

I look forward to courses such as Academic Argumentation and Professional Writing, as I believe these will
provide me with a firm basis in journalistic writing technique and improve my abilities to write analytically
and develop well-supported arguments. It happens! Despite my setback, I knew that I could do better. Each of
these applicants gained admission. I viewed my transition to college simply as a stepping stone to the next
chapter of my life, a means to an end and not something inherently valuable. I took classes ranging from
applied sciences to ceramics, andâ€”of courseâ€”I liked almost everything I tried! It really brought about
much excitement within me and reignited the fire I have for the profession. Despite living in Houston for my
entire life, I could never have imagined the city so beautiful. Before my board exams, I completed additional
work on my own and solved about 70 papers in preparation. While that could understandably be stressful,
working for Johnson and Johnson prepared me for adapting to pressure and navigating powerful personalities.
UT has extensive study abroad and language programs, and they develop well how UT offers resources not
accessible at any other public university. It was time to figure things out for myself. Why are you applying to
this school in particular? These aspirations, unfortunately, were not able to be experienced at UNT. Just
outline your plan , then show how you rocked that planâ€”maybe even throw in something bonus that
happened and I even did it while keeping a full-time job! Even if your intended college has a rolling admission
policy for transfer students, the earlier you submit your materials, the better. The chance to interact with
higher level financial managers gave me exposure to strategic decision making and contingency planning.
Surprise them. Noises blended, a hum of indistinct chatter. I had not considered that a university experience
could be both academically enriching and spiritually fulfilling. At the time, I was taking care of my mother, a
single parent, and coordinating her transfer to rehab for alcohol addiction. I had to work especially hard to
make up for the time lost at my cultural school. David's prose is clear, engaging and free of errors. She took
me to my classroom and introduced me to the other girls. The dig was sweaty, dusty, back-breaking work.
Four-Year Liberal Arts Admit 4. They read plenty of essays like that. They applied as an out-of-state student
from New Jersey, so they also address in their last paragraph how UT can help them achieve their goals. In
short, you need to talk crap about your ex but still be really nice about it. Additionally, my internship at the
Pratham International School in the summer of gave me real-world experience with auditing and organizing
financials. I know I would grow at Penn, and your program in anthropology perfectly matches my academic
interests and professional goals. I look forward to pursuing another internship and taking advantage of the
connections provided by the McCombs School of Business. I wore out two pairs of gloves and the knees in
several pairs of khakis. Do you want to attend a university in a tech-centric city? Example 2: My dream is to
become a special effects makeup artist with a specialty in fantasy-based creature makeup. And you should
address why you want to transfer into your college or colleges specifically, just like this student does. As
someone who has never considered myself particularly schoolâ€”spirited, I did not feel the need to be
connected to any larger community. I absorbed the scenes below â€” the bustling traffic, the diverging
currents of the bayou snaking in the distance, and the impersonal skyscrapers dotting the vista, silently
taunting our unrestricted zoning laws. My accounting teacher became my biggest inspiration. Though I was
accepted at a few well-ranked Texas public universities, I had higher aspirations. Putting their poor calculus
grade into context, articulating but not going overboard about their special circumstances, and demonstrating
their fit for major undoubtedly played a major role in them gaining admission to UT. He wrote the transfer
essay below for the Common Transfer Application in response to the prompt, "Please provide a statement that
addresses your reasons for transferring and the objectives you hope to achieve" to words. The next moments
were a blank. I became a full-time student, employee, and house mom.


